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Learning Objectives
 To identify quality literature
 To understand quality indicators for literature
 To know what types of literature exist
 To be able to find and manage literature
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How do you find information?
 What do you do currently?

- Why is this good?
- Why is this bad?

 Motivation
- Standing on the shoulders of giants

 Understanding where the forefront of research is
 Research something new
 Don’t reinvent the wheel
 Learn about dead-ends
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Quality Obsession
“No one knows how many scientific journals there are, 
but several estimates point to around 30,000, with 
close to two million articles published each year.” 
(Altbach and de Wit 2018)

 So how do we know what is worth reading?
- Quality Publication Aggregators
- Peer Review
- Citations
- Knowledge of Journal or Publisher
- Knowledge of Institution
- Knowledge of Author
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Helpful Resources
 Quality Publication Aggregators – and others

- Scopus, Science Direct (Elsevier)
- Springer Link
- IEEExplore
- ACM Digital Library
- Web of Science

- Google Scholar

- Author homepages
- Research groups
- Relevant conferences/journals
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Library Resources
 Physical books and journal stacks
 Online databases

- 100’s available at UoA library
 Librarian
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Internet Resources
 Google Scholar

- Wide coverage over conferences and journals
- Access to PDF for many articles
- Link to publisher’s publication URL (DOI)
- Citation information
- Known author profiles
But
- Quality not guaranteed
- Self-citations
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Types of Publication
 Book
 Book chapter
 Conference article
 Internet site

- Wikipedia
 Journal article
 Magazine article (trade or popular journal)
 Patent
 Standard
 Technical report
 Thesis/Dissertation
 White paper
 …
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Search Terms
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Scope of search

 To develop/refine your research question
 Define the limits of the review

- Too broad: Human-Computer Interaction
- Too narrow: How does Human-Computer Interaction impact 

productivity of construction professionals with tablets on site?
- Just right: Human-Computer Interaction and “construction 

professionals”
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Literature Review

 An account of what has been published on your topic of 
interest
 Purpose – to critically analyze a segment of a published 

body of knowledge through summary, classification, and 
comparison of prior studies 
 Traditional

- Identifies and summarises a body of work
- Identifies gaps and research frontier
- Coverage may not be complete

 SLR – Systematic Literature Review
- Rigorous process to identify ‘all’ relevant literature
- Identifies and summarises a body of work
- Identifies gaps and research frontier
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Systematic Literature Review/Process

 Search string:
(“knowledge manag*” OR “learning 
manag*” OR “reflective”) AND (“agile” OR 
”scrum” OR ”XP” OR ”Lean”) AND 
(“software” AND “team”)

 Databases: 
- Springer
- Scopus
- IEEExplore

Stage 
1

Stage 
2

Exclude papers based 
on abstracts and 

keywords
N= 2227

Papers retrieved 
from databases by 
using search string

N= 2247

Exclude papers 
based on 

introduction
N= 116

Primary studies
N= 42
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Ranking of Journals and Conferences
 ERA (Excellence in Research for Australia)

- Community ranked thousands of journals and conferences
- A*, A, B, C

 Web of Science
- Impact Factor
- Rank in Category
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Paper Citations
 A proxy for quality?

- Self citations not always disambiguated
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Reference Chains
 Found a great article

- What research does it cite?
- What does it cite to support particular claims in the paper?
- What related work does it cite?
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Researchers and Research Groups
 Typically researchers work on a topic for many years
 Look at their bibliography

- Google Scholar
- Personal websites

 Researchers often part of a larger research group
- Search for the group website
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Article Management
 Tools available to manage literature information

- EndNote
 License for university students
 Original papers plus notes and meta-data

- Mendeley
- Refworks
- BibTeX
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Summary
 An overwhelming amount of literature available

- Need strategies to search for relevant information
 Repositories versus Internet search
 Keywords and constraining search criteria
 Following references, researchers and groups

- Need to be able to identify quality of information
 Publication venue
 Review process
 Citations

- Need to manage the references you find
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